


24 December 2013 
 

Dr. Raymond J. Boccuti 
Superintendent of Schools 

New Hope-Solebury School District 
180 West Bridge Street 

New Hope, Pennsylvania  18938 
 
Re: New Hope-Solebury School District 

 Proposal Athletic Field Thirteen – Design Development Report 
 

Dear Dr. Boccuti: 
 

Architerra is pleased to present this design development report for the logistical feasibility of developing athletic field thirteen on 
the academic campus of New Hope-Solebury School District.  In doing so we have examined programming, cost, environmental, 
and regulatory issues as they may relate to the development of this facility.  A secondary objective was to provide a vision for this 

proposed athletic venue and in doing so, it is hoped it may serve as a useful tool in private fund raising efforts. 
   

I believe you will find all components of our project scope addressed and organized in a manner which should be readily under-
stood by both the administration and community of the New Hope-Solebury School District. 

 
I’d like to thank the team for their guidance and cooperation over the past eight weeks.  Architerra looks forward to working with 
the school community in making this vision a reality, representing the highest of quality standards and a tremendous source of 

community pride. 
 

Respectfully, 

 

 
 
David E. Horn 

 cc: File 
ARCHITERRA, PC 

dehorn@architerrapc.com DEH/cez 
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OVERVIEW  

 
Since 2008, Architerra has enjoyed a professional relationship with the New Hope-Solebury School District community in ad-

vising with professional direction on issues pertaining to athletic, circulation, and open space development throughout the 
eighty-six acre academic campus in the Borough of New Hope, Pennsylvania.  Our development of a master plan in 2010 pro-

vided a dynamic direction for anticipating not only the needs of the 
school district, but also attempted to manage current issues presently 
facing the campus.  One such issue, a new athletic field (Field Number 

Thirteen) was proposed in the vicinity of undeveloped campus open 
space, north of the Upper Elementary School.  This larger size field 

was recommended to be a multi-use field, centrally located on the 
campus with the potential to be the primary athletic venue on campus.  

The current primary athletic field on campus is Field Number Two 
located along the western property line of the campus.  This natural 
grass field is encircled by a 400 meter synthetic track which, by geome-

try alone, limits the available width of playing field for a sport such as 
soccer.  Field Two contains seating for approximately 400 spectators, 

field lighting, and a portable sound system which is used before and 
during com-

petitive ath-
letic contests.  
Approxi-

mately three years ago, the interscholastic sport of football was reintro-
duced to the Senior High School after a multiple decade absence.  This 

sport increased the number of activities upon Field Two, added stress 
to the vegetative playing surface, increased need for athletic support 

amenities such as restrooms, team rooms, and concessions, and in-

creased concerns by the neighboring residents and merchants with re-
gard to quality of life. 

 
The 2010 Campus Master Plan prepared by Architerra attempted to 

alleviate these concerns.  In the creation of Field Thirteen, the poten-
tial existed for illuminating this field through better technology and at 

a location more central to the physical campus, for surfacing the field 



with an all weather playing surface not impacted by usage and agreeable to a variety of school and community uses, for provid-
ing better spectator accommodations, for adding more refined and better game management components, and for possibly con-

taining a building for support services relative to public restrooms, team rooms, concessions, storage, and training.  The latter of 
which could also be creatively designed to accommodate similar needs at adjacent Fields Eleven and Twelve, as well as, the ac-

tivities at baseball, softball, and track and field venues on campus.  Finally, it was hoped such a facility, with all weather surface 
and field illumination, could really serve as the equivalent of minimally three natural grass athletic fields in attempting to re-

duce a twelve field deficit this campus currently experiences based upon athletic field need, actual field usage, and field availa-
bility. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
The objective of this report is to explore the next logical step in the development of this venue.  It is a design development task 
which probes into greater detail the concepts presented in the master plan for Field Thirteen.  It is intended to refine the feasibil-

ity of such a development, identify key regulatory and environmental issues, sharpen the focus on a phased component for de-
velopment, predict anticipated construction and consulting costs for the implementation of the project and prepare a timeline 

for project development through construction completion. 
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PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPMENT  

 
Architerra compiled a suitable project base map for the purposes 

of this study by combining electronic base data available from 
construction documents prepared by the 2007 High School Build-

ing Additions and Alterations consultant for the New Hope-
Solebury School District and the 2013 satellite imagery from re-
sources routinely available to our office.  This resulted in the  

Existing Conditions Plan by Architerra presented on the next 
page of this report.  The proposed Field Thirteen site is centrally 

located within the campus and is surrounded by the Upper Ele-
mentary School to the south, and in a clockwise direction, soft-

ball (Field Five), junior varsity baseball (Field Seven), varsity 
baseball (Field Eight), athletic field (Field Twelve), and athletic 
field (Field Eleven).  The lay of the land rises in elevation ap-

proximately twenty-six feet from a low point in the southeast cor-
ner (elevation 98) to a high point on the junior varsity baseball 

field (elevation 124).  This results in a gentle five percent cross-
slope consisting of sporadic, large deciduous trees and meadow 

grass.  Isolated wet areas of the site may be a result of underground 

springs, perched water table, or subsurface conditions.  Electrical 
service traverses the site underground at a location parallel to the 

campus road to the east.  During the master planning process in 
2010, it was envisioned a terraced athletic field could be situated 
upon the five percent slope in such a manner that would minimize 

earthwork budgeting.  The potential for the bulk of spectating could 
be located on the west, upland side of the proposed field to better 

take advantage of the lay of the land, created an elevated perch for 
viewing activity on the field, and orientate lines of sight away from 

the afternoon sun.  Support buildings would be located on the west-
ern or northern perimeter of the field to better service not only 
Field Thirteen, but also other surrounding fields in the immediate 

area of the campus. 
 





In refining a program for project development, a meeting with a core group 
of community and school district officials occurred on November 13, 2013.  

As a result of this meeting, the following program for development was 
agreed upon: 

 
1. Large size, 380 feet by 245 feet synthetic turf playing field for multi-

ple sport, curricular, and community activities. 
 

2. Initial spectator seating on the west side for 1,000.  The seating area 

will be elevated six to ten feet above the playing surface due to the 
natural lay of the land.  Future spectator seating, if needed, would 

occur on the east side of the field. 
 

3. Public restrooms for 1,000 spectators based upon the 2006 Interna-
tional Plumbing Code.  This will translate into a building of approxi-
mately 1,280 square feet and include: 

 
 7  water closets – male 

 13  water closets – female 
 1  drinking fountain 

 3  lavatories – male 
 4  lavatories – female 
 

4.   A small concession stand of approximately 350 square feet. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 



5. Field house facilities to include: 
 

 2  locker rooms for sixty to forty athletes 
 2  equipment drying rooms 

 2  shower rooms 
 1 or 2 mechanical room(s) 

 2  restrooms for the two locker rooms 
 1 janitor closet 

 1 coaches office with attached coaches restroom 

 1 training room 
 1 officials locker room with restroom and showers 

 1 equipment storage room 
 

6. Field Illumination. 
 
7. Perimeter fencing with attractive entry threshold. 

 
8. Optional team rooms (no lockers or showers) for additional  

      adjacent field support. 
 

It should be noted the public restrooms, concession stand, and field 
house should be usable by athletic venues outside of Field Thirteen.  
This can be achieved through careful design, building  juxtaposition 

on campus, and the lay of the land. 







THE VISION FOR FIELD 13 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  

 
There are three key premises Architerra employs on every site design project we serve professionally: 

 
1. Every client’s site is different and deserves unique attention and focus to detail. 

 
2. It is important to hear and understand the client’s needs. 

 

3. Other than user safety, maximum value for each dollar spent is a primary objective. 
 

With this in mind, we approached the design scenarios for Field Thirteen with the following key thoughts: 
 

 Field Thirteen should be a facility for all students of the New Hope-Solebury School District community. 
 

 Field Thirteen should be a multi-faceted, centrally based and easily accessible, wellness and fitness opportunity for all 

residents of the Borough of New Hope and the Township of Solebury. 
 

 We should attempt to create a venue which captures the es-
sence and aesthetics of the current campus both in terms of 

architecture, site design, and landscape architecture. 
 

 Field Thirteen shall be juxtapositioned and engineered to fit 
within the parameters of the 2010 Campus Master Plan, 
should adjacent components of the master plan be imple-

mented in the future. 
 

 The sloping lay of the land of the site is an asset in the design 
of the venue.  Elevated spectating opportunities can be eco-

nomically incorporated into the site design.  Stormwater 
management requirements can be developed under the field 
through the economics of earthwork budgeting. 

 
 

 
 



 

 Lighting of the athletic field should produce a design 

solution which minimizes glare, subscribes to “dark 
sky” principals, and returns to 0.0 foot-candles of spill-

age light at the nearest internal campus roadway. 
 

 The playing surface should be anticipated to last mini-
mally twelve years, although warranted for eight 

years. 
 

 Permanent lines of color coded play upon the field 

should be carefully balanced between ease of legibility, 
reduced maintenance, and sport function. 

 

 Should unforeseen economic factors reduce the program 

initial phase implementation, the site design should be struc-
tured so that major components of any phase could be easily 

reassigned to accelerate or decelerate its implementation. 
 

 Value through design and construction often outweighs the 
initial impact of construction cost. 
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CONSTRUCTION PHASING  
 
Once a program for development was agreed upon, a discussion focused upon program element phasing.  While phasing is tra-

ditionally motivated by financial resources, selective program elements do have symbiotic relationships with other program ele-
ments.  For example, spectator seating does require a certain number of restroom facilities.  After considerable discussion, it 

was agreed a phasing strategy goal would be to achieve the following course of development: 
 

Phase One: 

 Synthetic Turf Athletic Field 
 Spectator Plaza 

 Spectator Seating for 1,000 on West Side of Field 
 Small Press Box 

New Sound System 
Field Lighting 
Restrooms 

Concession Stand 
Entrance 

Perimeter Fence 
Landscaping 

 
Phase Two: 
 Field House(s) 

 Sign Element 
 Additional Field Access 

 
Future Phase(s) Components: 

Additional Landscaping 

Master Plan Circulation at Upper Elementary School 
 

At this time, it is not clear whether the regulations of the Borough of New Hope will require additional parking spaces for the 
development of Phase One or Two.  This issue will be discussed in greater detail in the Regulation Review chapter of this re-

port. 
 

 







NEW HOPE - SOLEBURY CAMPUS
NEW HOPE - SOLEBURY SCHOOL DISTRICT
NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA DECEMBER 2013

 FUTURE PHASE PLAN

FUTURE PHASE SUMMARY
 ADDITIONAL LANDSCAPING

 MASTER PLAN CIRCULATION
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INTRODUCTION TO SYNTHETIC INFILL TURF  

 
Most think of synthetic turf as “Astroturf”, a thin plastic rug laid over a pavement of asphalt or cement.  This simply is no long-

er the case.  Since the best surfaces for athletic and recreational use is quality natural grass, the synthetic infill turf system is de-
signed to look like grass, feel like grass, and play like grass, not carpet.  When the international soccer federation accepted the 

surface for competitive play approximately thirteen years ago, the concept of 
synthetic infill turf spread around the world.  In Pennsylvania, the oldest 
synthetic infill turf field is located in Ringgold School District, just south of 

Pittsburgh.  Today, there are dozens of companies offering products and in-
stallations for varying types of synthetic infill turf systems.  Architerra, 

through its experience, has narrowed this number of quality-oriented prod-
ucts and services down to a handful which, depending upon each client’s 

needs, form a short list of preferred synthetic turf systems. 
 
While most synthetic turf systems may look alike, each one is uniquely dif-

ferent in its composition and performance.  Generally speaking, a typical 
synthetic infill turf system contains a polyethylene fiber approximately two 

to two and one-half inches long, attached to a woven permeable backing.  
The fibers, which look like grass blades, are infilled three quarters of the 

depth with an infill of granular rubber and sometimes sand, depending upon 
the system utilized.  An optional cushioned mat can be placed under the permeable backing, if desired, for enhanced planarity 

of the surface and possible additional safety.  As the product concept has evolved 

over the last thirteen years and increased awareness and research has taken place 
with regards to head trauma and resultant concussions, more and more clients and 

consultants are reconsidering the role of a pad beneath the turf.  The turf system is 
placed upon a six to eight inch stone base with a perforated pipe drainage system 

placed twenty feet on center under the stone.   The synthetic infill surface, when 

complete, will allow rainfall to percolate through the surface at a rate of nineteen 
inches per hour to one hundred and sixty-eight inches per hour.  Therefore, there 

isn’t any stormwater run-off.  There is stormwater run-through, however.  Ulti-
mately, the result of a synthetic infill turf system is a stable, uniform, shock absorb-

ing surface emulating natural grass.  It is designed for unlimited use, warranted for 
minimally eight years, and can accommodate student athletes at an elite level, as 

well as, citizens who are simply active. 



There are subtle differences between a number of synthetic turf systems.  These differences may be reflected in the weight of the 
product, the type of infill material, the density of the fiber, type of material, backing porosity, seam construction technique, and 

role or need of an under pad. 
 

The technology for these synthetic infill turf systems is consistently 
evolving.  Just in the last two years, turf systems have been created to 

significantly reduce “fly out” of infill material, as well as, the creation 
of cooler turf fibers which may reduce the temperature of a synthetic 

turf field by thirty to forty degrees Fahrenheit.  These are significant 

breakthroughs and routinely available on public school facilities.  Due 
to the multi-sport intentions for the usage of Field Thirteen, our profes-

sional experience would direct you to a turf system which weights forty
-four ounces per square yard to fifty-one ounces per square yard.  A turf 

height of two and one-quarter inches and a dual fiber composition of 
parallel slit film with monofilament fiber or a system of parallel slit film 
with nylon “thatch” layer.  Architerra has worked with both systems 

with considerable success.  Furthermore, due to the sport activity envi-
sioned on the field, we recommend an infill mixture of sixty percent 

granular rubber and forty percent sand.  I would also include pricing as 
an option for an underlaid shock pad, perhaps one which could incor-

porate an underdrainage system within the pad and further reduce the six to eight inch depth of stone required under the turf 
system. 

 

During the construction documentation phase of developing Field Thirteen, we encour-
age our client to take a regionally local tour with us to experience firsthand the synthetic 

turf systems which meet the above established criteria quite nicely.  In sum, we inform 
our clients the key components in choosing a synthetic, infill turf system are: 

 
 PRODUCT PERFORMANCE 
 

 INSTALLATION QUALITY 
 

 SERVICE PERFORMANCE AFTER INSTALLATION DURING THE       
  WARRANTY PERIOD 



Architerra’s empirical knowledge of the turf industry would guide you to the following turf system candidates for consideration 
on your project: 

 
 UBU Sports SM48-M Synthetic Turf 

 
 Sprinturf Ultrablade DFE Synthetic Turf 

 
 A-Turf Titan Synthetic Turf 

 

 Shaw Sports Turf Legion 46 Synthetic Turf 
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SOIL CONDITIONS  

 
On November 7, 2013, Wetlands Division Manager Maureen McDermott of Penn’s Trials Environmental, LLC visited the 

Field Thirteen site and performed a detailed wetland evaluation.  The purpose of this evaluation was to determine the extent of 
any regulated wetlands or water features at this site.  Her findings indicated that the required criteria for such regulated features 

are not present within or adjacent to the project footprint.  The specific criteria for wetlands as established in the Corps of Engi-

neers Wetlands Delineation Manual (1987) and regional supplements indicate that the combination of hydric soils, hydrophytic 

vegetation, and surface hydrology must all be present for an area to be considered a regulated feature. 

 
The site was evaluated by a wetland scientist using a hand-turned auger for subsurface soil classification, categorization of the 

vegetation and observance for evidence of surface hydrology.  Soil morphological characteristics including soil color, texture, 
structure, redoximorphic features and horizonation were used to establish drainage classification.  No hydric soils were ob-

served within the project area.  Dominant plant species were identified and classified as upland or facultative to facultative up-
land species.  The three criteria necessary to delineate wetlands or Waters of the United States were not observed occurring to-
gether in any one location on site. 

 
In conclusion, our investigation indicated that the majority of the soil at this site is not hydric; the plant community is dominat-

ed by upland, facultative, or non-facultative plant species and insufficient hydrologic indicators are present to develop stream 
characteristics.  As there is a lack of these evidentiary features, no state or federal regulated watercourses or wetlands are 

deemed present within the project footprint.  Please be aware that this determination is based on conditions at the time of the 
site investigation.  Wetland delineations may be subject to regulatory review, if required.  The United States Army Corps of En-
gineers and Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection have the right to change determinations based on site condi-

tions during their site investigation. 
 

In addition to the wetland investi-
gation, our project team performed 

some infiltration testing to explore 
the potential stormwater manage-

ment issues associated with the pro-
ject.  Geologist, Donelle Rzonca 
visited the project site on November 

14, 2013 to spearhead the infiltra-
tion testing effort. 

 



 



Infiltration testing was completed at four locations at the Field Thirteen site.  Test locations are identified on the attached graph-
ic plan.  Test results are included below.  Double ring infiltrometer testing was completed in accordance with Appendix C of the 

Pennsylvania Stormwater Best Management Practices Manual, December 2006. 
 

The infiltration tests continued until one of the following occurred: 
 

 Eight consecutive readings were completed. 
 

 A stabilized rate of drop was established in the hole as indicated by a difference of ¼” or less between the highest and 

lowest drop in four consecutive readings. 
 

Please refer to Table One for the test results, and Tables Two and Three for additional information.  Pictures of the test loca-
tions are also included. 

 
Based upon information presented in Table Two and Table Three, issues relative to rock, soil mottling, and high water table ap-
pear to be non-issues on this project site.  Where bedrock is three feet below grade in the southwest corner of the proposed field, 

we are cutting a total depth of three feet to construct the field.  Only retaining wall footing in that corner of the field may experi-
ence red fractured shale, or a perimeter collector pipe for underfield drainage may experience some similar red shale conditions 

in that area of the field excavation. 
 

 

 

 

 





 



 



 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  SSTTOORRMMWWAATTEERR  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT  

  

  

  

  

  



STORMWATER MANAGEMENT  

 
The infiltration testing performed on November 14, 2013 indicates that infiltration is a viable alternative for stormwater man-

agement.  Since this project is disturbing more than one contiguous acre of land, a National Pollution Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) Permit will be required.  The results of our infiltration testing indicate the infiltration rates will allow a storm-

water management facility to accomplish both stormwater and NPDES requirements.  A stormwater management solution that 
will accomplish both stormwater management and water quality is most efficient. 
 

Stormwater management should be able to be accomplished either underneath the proposed all-weather field or in the immedi-
ate vicinity.  To minimize cost and utilize the existing topography, it would be anticipated to place the basin/best management 

practice in the portion of the field proposed to be filled, or the eastern area of the site, under the field.  It is estimated that a 
stormwater management/water facility of 35,000 cubic feet will be necessary to accommodate the proposed field and ancillary 

improvements. 
 

 

 

 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  FFIIEELLDD  LLIIGGHHTTIINNGG  

  

  

  

  

  



FIELD LIGHTING  

 
Architerra contacted the original designer of the Field Two lighting system and invited their Technical Consultant, Robert Zo-

eller, to the project site on November 5, 2013.  Ten years and one month earlier, Mr. Zoeller authored a lighting study for Field 
Two on behalf of the Musco Lighting Company and New Hope-Solebury School District.  Ultimately, a thirty foot-candle de-

sign was developed for the athletic field at Field Two and a fourteen foot-candle average on the Field Two running track.  The 
design included six poles at a height of seventy feet and employed a Musco LV-8 technology.  The design was based on 480 
volts, three-phase, and included a total of forty lamps.  The system on Field Two was installed in 2004.  In 2005, Musco upgrad-

ed their field lighting technology with Light Structure Green System technology. 
 

Field Two is mentioned, because Architerra was asked to explore the feasibility of relocating or reusing any aspect of the current 
field lighting system on Field Two to the proposed venue, Field Thirteen.  The relocation of the light fixtures would not be prac-

tical, since they are outdated technology.  The field lighting poles on Field Two were originally installed in accordance with the 
BOCA Building Code for seventy mile per hour winds.  Today’s Pennsylvania Building Code is the International Building Code 
(IBC) 2009 with a wind speed threshold of ninety miles per hour.  According to Mr. Zoeller, the increase in design wind speed 

coupled with the higher light levels for football and lacrosse (aerial sports) of fifty foot-candles average on field would exceed the 
pole’s structural capabilities and therefore would not 

have the structural capacity to be reused for Field 
Thirteen. 

 
The concept of a lighting design for proposed Field 
Thirteen would center upon illuminating a larger 

field of play, increasing foot-candle levels to fifty 
foot-candles for football and lacrosse and thirty foot-

candles for non-aerial sports such as field hockey 
and soccer, while reducing glare beyond the field of 

play.  Foot-candle readings, horizontally and verti-

cally, would not register above 0.0 foot-candles at 
any property line of the school district’s property. 

 
As a result, a four pole field lighting solution is envi-

sioned for Field Thirteen.  Two poles on the western 
(spectator) side of the field would be eighty feet in 

height and contain thirteen fixtures on each pole.  



Two poles, seventy feet in height, would flank the east sideline of the field, and each pole would contain twelve lamp fix-
tures.  The system would require 480 volts, three-phase electrical service. 

 
The components of the proposed lighting system would include: 

 
 Four pre-cast concrete light bases 

 
 Four galvanized steel poles 

 

 UL listed remote electrical component enclosures 
 

 Pole length wire harnesses 
 

 Fifty factory aimed and assembled luminaries 
 

Other components of the proposed lighting system would include: 
 
 Energy savings of more than fifty percent over a standard lighting system 
 

 Fifty percent less spill and glare light than Musco’s prior industry leading technology 
 

 Musco Constant 25™ warranty and maintenance program that eliminates 100% of your maintenance costs for twenty-
five years, including labor and materials 

 

 Guaranteed constant light levels of fifty foot-candles high mode thirty foot-candles low mode for twenty-five years 
 

 One group re-lamp at the end of the lamps’ rated life, 5000 hours (assumes 300 annual hours of use) 
 

 Control Link™ Control & Monitoring System for flexible control & solid management of the lighting system 
 

 Lighting Contractor Cabinet(s) sized for site voltage and phasing 
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS  

 
 

EXISTING CAMPUS ELECTRICAL SERVI CE 

 
There is an existing PECO medium voltage (13.2/33KV) under-

ground electrical line running through the campus.  The PECO 
line feeds numerous pad mounted transformers of the campus 
which feed the Upper Elementary School, Middle School, High 

School, Administration Building and multiple outbuildings. 
 

 

FIELD TWO EXISTING ELECTRICAL SERVI CE 

 

Field Two has a 400A, 277/480V electrical panel located in an 
outbuilding next to the field.  The existing field pole lighting fix-

tures are fed out of the 277/480 volt panel.  A transformer steps 
down 480V to 120/208 volt for receptacle and other 120 volt loads 
around the field area.  The 400A panel is fed underground from 

the High School’s 277/480 volt switchgear that is located in the 
basement of the building. 

 
 

COMMUNICATIONS 

 
An existing communications duct bank runs underground beside the existing 

PECO medium voltage electrical line.  The existing communications duct bank 
has hand holes located throughout the campus run.  Conduits shall be extended 
from nearest hand hole at proposed Field Thirteen location to new press box, 

sidelines, etc. for voice and data needs. 
 

 
 

 



FIELD TWO ELECTRICAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

It is recommended that the existing 400A, 480 volt electrical service remain as is, whether the existing field lights are to re-
main or be removed.  The power at the field will be used for receptacles, scoreboards, and other future needs for the area. 
 

 

FIELD THIRTEEN ELECTRICAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Currently there is a PECO 120/240 volt pad mounted transformer for an outbuilding located near the proposed Field Thirteen 
location.  It is recommended that this transformer be removed and replaced with a new 480 volt pad mounted transformer out-

side of the new Field Thirteen footprint.  The new pad mounted transformer would be sized for a new 600A, 480 volt three-
phase electrical service for Field Thirteen.  The new 600A, 480 volt electrical service would run to a panel located either in the 

existing or new outbuilding located near the field.  A secondary dry type transformer would be installed to back feed the exist-
ing outbuilding and also be used for other 120 volt needs (scoreboard, concessions, receptacles, etc.) for Field Thirteen. 

 

 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  SSIITTEE  UUTTIILLIITTIIEESS  

  

  

  

  

  



SITE UTILITIES  

 
Site utility recommendations resulted from a review of archival base drawings presented by the New Hope-Solebury School 

District and a meeting with Mr. David Hansel, Director of Operations, of the New Hope-Solebury School District on December 
5, 2013.  A summary of the recommended utility services:  water, sanitary sewer, and gas and how they would accommodate 

the Field Thirteen project site is posited below: 
 
 

WATER 

 
The campus is currently serviced with public water off of Bridge Street near the western drive entrance, and serves the three 

schools.  A new service, most likely one and one-half inches, can be tapped off of the campus main and extended to the field 
past the Upper Elementary School on the west side.  Given additional improvements are proposed in this area on the Master 

Plan, coordination will be necessary to ensure proper placement with future phases of development. 
 

 

SANITARY SEWER 

 
Sanitary sewer service is primarily public, with the primary building connected to the sewer main in Bridge Street near the east 

entrance to the campus.  The Transportation Building near the north entrance is serviced by an on-lot sand mound system.  The 
site is primarily serviced via pump station and force main.  The pump station is located near the Middle School on the east side.  

It is Architerra’s recommendation to connect the Field Thirteen venue into the existing public system versus providing a sepa-
rate on-lot system.  While the use of the Field Thirteen is primarily anticipated during off-peak hours from the remaining cam-

pus, more detailed analysis of the capacity of the existing pump station and force main will be required to determine if upgrades 
will be necessary.  We are assuming that some upgrades will be necessary to the existing pump station in addition to a new 
pump station to service the Field Thirteen venue. 

 
 

GAS 

 
Natural gas service exists off of Bridge Street near the west entrance to the campus and services only the High School.  Given 

the limited capacity and anticipated usage, it is not recommended to extend gas to Field Thirteen.  Based on feedback from 
PECO, a gas extension may not be possible based on line pressures, as well. 
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REGULATION REVIEW  

 
Borough of New Hope Zoning Ordinance, Zoning Map, and Subdivision and Land Development Ordinance were acquired by 

Architerra on November 5, 2013.  Architerra performed a detailed review of the current borough regulations to determine what 
potential issues and procedures may have an impact upon the proposed development of Field Thirteen. 

 
In a review of the Zoning Ordinance, the school district campus is zoned Multi-Family Residential (RC) District.  The maxi-
mum impervious surface coverage on the campus is forty percent, and the maximum building coverage is thirty percent.  Even 

if the synthetic infill turf surface is regarded as “impervious” surface, the forty percent threshold is not in jeopardy of being 
breached by this project.  With regards to off-street parking requirements, there are several stated factors within the ordinance.  

For Kindergarten, Elementary, and Junior High School, the stated requirements for off-street parking are one off-street parking 
space per two classrooms or offices.  Only the Lower Elementary School is not located on this academic campus.  The Lower 

Elementary School is located in Solebury Township.  For the Senior High School, one off-street parking space shall be required 
for each faculty member and employee, plus one space per every four students at projected building capacity.  It is assumed the 
current campus parking provisions meet or exceed these 

stated requirements, since the campus has been function-
ing without issue under the present ordinance. 

 
However, parking requirements and impacts become less 

clear as one reviews the off-street parking regulations.  
On page 343 of the Zoning Ordinance, it states one off-
street parking space shall be required for each fifty square 

feet of total floor area devoted to any event centers or 
any other accessory use on the premises.  Also, Section 

257-57 contains general regulations applying to required 
off-street parking facilities.  Specifically, Item (F.) ad-

dresses multiple uses.  It states where two or more uses 

occupy a common lot, the total number of parking spaces 
required will be calculated as the sum of the parking 

spaces required for the individual uses that occupy the lot 
or as the combined gross floor area or number of seats 

devoted to customer or patron use. 
 

 



In sum, to determine if additional parking is required on this project, the number of faculty, staff, students, classrooms, and 
offices must first be determined.  A count of all parking spaces on campus be determined (Architerra has quantified approxi-

mately 507 spaces currently exist), and the various scenarios of zoning ordinance interpretation be calculated prior to sitting 
down with the Borough for their interpretation.  If it is determined additional parking spaces are required, a decision would 

then have to be made to determine if compliance or variance is to be pursued. 
 

Other topics of note with the zoning ordinance concern the following: 
 

Article 192-3  Excessive and Unnecessary Noise Prohibited 

The following acts and causes of noise are regarded a nuisance and violation: 
 

 The operation, playing, or permitting the operation or playing of any radio, television, audio equipment, sound amplifi-
er, musical instrument, or similar device that reproduces or amplifies sound through electric or battery means in such a 

manner as to create a noise disturbance or to cause annoyance to persons in the vicinity of any person other than the 
operator of the device or to be audible greater than thirty feet from the source and not operated upon the property of the 
operator or with the knowledge, permission, or consent of the owner or legal occupant of the property then so as to be 

audible greater than thirty feet from a boundary of the property.  Also, using or operating any loudspeaker, public ad-
dress system, or similar device that produces sound across a residential property line is prohibited.  Some exceptions 

may be made for public gatherings and performances. 
 

This issue must be discussed with the municipality in the early stages of project development to determine an appropriate path 
for compliance, variance, or conditional use. 
 

Article 275-41  Outdoor Lighting 

Outdoor lighting, except for street lights, for all residential and non-residential uses shall be designed to minimize undesirable 
off-premise effects.  No glare or direct light source shall be visible beyond the lot lines.  No light shall shine directly into win-

dows or onto streets and driveways off the premises.  Lighting shall be achieved with fixtures on poles not exceeding eighteen 
feet in height.  Light fixtures shall be fully shielded fixtures.  Illumination from the light originating on the site shall not exceed 
0.5 foot-candle at the property line. 

 
I am very confident a field lighting design can meet all zoning criteria except for the eighteen foot tall poles.  The School Dis-

trict is currently utilizing seventy foot tall poles on Field Two.  Field Thirteen illumination should be accomplished with eighty 
foot tall poles or seventy foot tall poles.  This item should also be discussed with municipal officials at the onset of the next 

phase of project development. 



Article 275-42  Environmental Protection Standards 
The planting, pruning, or removal of any shade tree shall not be undertaken without the issuance of a permit by the Borough 

of New Hope Shade Tree Commission.  The Shade Tree Commission may require reasonable replacement of any removed 
shade tree as a condition of its approval.  Any non-shade tree in excess of fifteen inches caliper shall not be removed.  There 

are potential circumstances listed which may allow for a large tree to be removed in the Borough of New Hope.  Additional 
landscape plantings will also be required whenever vegetative removal occurs, in addition to land development requirements.  

In summary, this could be an issue and we should meet with the municipality initially to discuss this topic when the project is 
introduced. 

 

SUMMARY  

 
This project will require full land development plan submittal and approval through the Borough of New Hope Planning Com-

mission.  It will require a NPDES Permit, since the proposed ground disturbance is greater than one acre in area.   The Bucks 
County Conservation District will also require a submittal and approval.  The following items may be worthy of the considera-

tion of the Borough of New Hope  Zoning Hearing Board: 
 

 Required Parking 
 Noise 
 Field Lighting 

 Fencing or Walls in Excess of Six Feet 
 Tree Removal 

 Signage 
 

The next step in project development would be to request a meeting with key Borough officials and introduce the concept of 
the project and our interpretation of potential regulatory issues.  Their feedback and reaction will be instrumental in charting 
an appropriate course of action for successful project implementation. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  EESSTTIIMMAATTEESS  OOFF  CCOOSSTTSS  

  

  

  

  

  



ESTIMATES OF COSTS  

 
Preliminary estimates of cost were schematically generated for master plan components in mid-2010.  As a result of our more 

detailed investigation during this design development study and a more detailed definition of Field Thirteen components, a re-
vised preliminary estimate of construction cost was formulated by Architerra.  A summary of this estimation is noted below: 

 
 

SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE  

 

2010 Master Plan  Item  2013 Feasibility  Study 
 $ 25,000 Mobilization $ 35,000   

 $ 16,500 Layout & Surveying $ 18,000 
 $ 10,000 Erosion & Sedimentation Control $ 15,000 

 $ 6,000 Demolition $ 24,000 
 $ 121,400 Earthwork $ 220,000 

 $ 215,000 Stormwater Management $ 300,000 
 $ 38,200 Concrete Pavement $ 195,500  
 $ 0 Asphalt Pavement $ 9,300 

 $ 56,300 Concrete Turf Anchor Curb $ 39,600  
 $ 726,000 Synthetic Turf Field & Underdrainage $ 689,000  

 $ 48,750 Perimeter Fencing $ 43,800  
 $ 18,000 New Scoreboard $ 18,000  

 $ 0 Press Box $ 64,800  
 $ 14,000 New Football Goal Posts $ 18,000 
 $ 360,000 Spectator Seating $ 240,000 

 $ 120,000 Athletic Field Lighting (Relocation) $ 0 
 $ 0 New Athletic Field Lighting $ 275,000 

 $ 0 Electrical Service (Includes Buildings) $ 165,000 
 $ 0 Site Utilities $ 305,000 

 $ 82,600 Retaining Wall $ 85,800  
 $ 13,240 Dewatering Site $ 0 
 $ 15,000 Landscaping $ 29,000  

 $ 1,380,000 Athletic Support Building $ 0 



 2010 Master Plan  Item  2013 Feasibility  Study 
 $ 0 Public Restrooms $ 379,000  

 $ 0 Concession Building $ 56,000 
 $ 0 Field Houses $ 1,104,000 

 $ 0 Ornamental Gateway $ 15,200  
 $ 0 Flagpole $ 6,200  

 $ 0 Sign $ 12,000 
 $ 0 Wall Padding $ 18,700 

 $ 0 Concrete Steps and Railings $ 28,900 
 

      
 $ 3,156,990 Subtotal $ 4,409,800  

+ $ 220,989 7% Contingency + $ 308,686 
 

 $ 3,377,979 TOTAL $ 4,718,486 

 
    PROFESSIONAL SERVICES   
  ---     FEES AND PERMITS $ 333,000 

 
  ---  PROJECT TOTAL COSTS $ 5,501,486 

 
 

PHASE ONE TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST:   $ 3,480,966 

 Synthetic Turf Athletic Field 
 Spectator Plaza 

 Spectator Seating for 1,000 on West Side of Field 
 Small Press Box 
 New Sound System 

 Field Lighting 
 Restrooms 

 Concession Stand 
 Entrance 

 Perimeter Fence 
 Landscaping 



 

PHASE TWO TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST:    $ 1,250,830 

 Field House(s) 

 Sign Element 
 Additional Field Access 

 
 

FUTURE PHASE  TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST:    $ 765,000 

 Additional Landscaping 

 Master Plan Circulation at Upper Elementary School 
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TIMELINE  

 
In determining project schedule, a number of factors such as permitting, current regulatory approvals on campus, site availabil-

ity and owner interface all have a role.  The project site is currently isolated in a natural state.  Construction could therefore, 
begin any time although site utility work, including electrical, should begin in mid-June to cause less potential disruption to any 

students on campus.  The active project process contains forty-three weeks of consecutive work by consultant and/or construc-
tion contractor. 
 

 Task  Week Number 
Meet with Borough Officials Weeks 1or 2 

Prepare Land Development Plans Weeks 1-14 
Submit Land Development Plans Week 9 

Submit to County Week 9 
Prepare Construction Bid Documents Weeks 1-14 
Receive Last Review Commentary from Borough Week 10 

Zoning Hearing Board Issues Weeks 8-18 
Review Construction Bid Documents by Client Weeks 9-12  

Out to Public Bid Weeks 16-20 
Receive NPDES Permit Week 20 

Receive Public Bids Week 20  
Review Public Bids Weeks 20-22 
Award Public Bid Week 23 

Construction Begins Week 26 
Shop Drawing and Submittal Review Weeks 24-29 

Substantial Completion Week 39 
Facility Usage Begins Weeks 39-40 

Punch List Fulfillment Week 43 

 
Ideally, the time to bid a project of this nature is the last quarter of a calendar year.  We expect the construction work to be com-

pleted within a fourteen week time frame.  The latest start date for construction should be April 1.  Construction completion 
should be targeted for no later than mid-August. 
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